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Wood Zhengjie’s pupils contracted, and his excitement was unprecedented.

This is the moment of his decisive victory.

Seeing the combination of energy and matter in the machine, Wood Zhengjie’s
heart was about to fly out of his throat.

“boom!!!”

Accompanied by a dull sound.

The perfect combination of energy and matter.

But what Levi and Wen Lei were worried about did not appear.

The two worried that this experiment might blow up the entire base and so on.

But this is just an experiment.

And it succeeded.

The most important thing is that Wood Zhengjie did not show anything unusual.

It’s a normal experiment.

Levi and Wen Lei looked at each other, and the meaning was obvious-could it be
that we were thinking wrong?

The experiment was successful and everyone was cheering.



The significance of this experiment is that Wood Zhengjie has once again raised
the killing weapon to a new level.

You can upgrade to version 3.0.

Nothing happened, Levi and Wen Lei were still very happy.

Levi then left.

As for Wood Zhengjie after the experiment, he showed an inexplicable smile.

“Wen Lei Levi, don’t you think I don’t know you are staring at me? Since Levi
came, I’ve found out a long time ago!”

Wood Zhengjie sneered coldly.

During this time, Wen Lei had been staring at him, but he had actually discovered
it a long time ago.

In this regard, he used his own way to treat his own body.

In fact, he was monitoring Wen Lei’s every move early.

Including Wen Lei’s call records and so on.

As long as Wen Lei has any changes, Wood Zhengjie knows the first time.

So when Wen Lei asked Levi to come here, he knew immediately.

Therefore, Wood Zhengjie cancelled today’s crazy plan and followed the normal
experiment.

Only then did Levi and Wen Lei hide it.



“Levi, in fact, I have succeeded! After all, I have succeeded in ten experiments!
This will make my plan success rate better! Wait, I will quietly conduct real
experiments soon!”

Wood Zhengjie laughed wildly.

In this regard, Levi and Wen Lei did not know.

Especially Wen Lei.

She never expected that she, who had a high position in the base, was actually
being monitored.

Those colleagues who used to listen to Wood Zhengjie now stare at her for Wood
Zhengjie.

The other side.

Levi came to watch Wood Zhengjie’s kung fu, dozens of Lords from overseas all
arrived.

After they found Junjun’s position, they launched a frantic attack.

Just to capture or punish you.

After the first batch of Lords came to the courtyard, a large number of Lords
suddenly appeared from all around.

“With our Phoenix Palace, who would dare to touch our Morendam genius!”

“Yes, we are here, who dares to move Junjun a finger!”

“Since you have come all the way to kill Junjun, stay here forever!”

…



Team after team of Lords appeared.

Even the secret team that Levi arranged next to Jun Jun never had a chance to
appear.

These are Morendam’s martial arts forces, and they all want to accept Junjun as
apprentices.

Hearing that Jun Jun is in trouble, all these forces have emerged.

This happens to be an opportunity.

This is something that overseas Lords never expected.

They want to kill, but more people come to protect.

A big battle between the two sides is about to break out.

Jun Jun’s defense battle finally won.

These Lords from overseas were all killed.

None of them were left.

…

This time, there were seventy-four waves of forces who came to save Junjun.

Some of these forces still have the pseudo-seventh heaven and the
seventh-heavy strongmen.

It is enough to see how valuable Junjun is.

It’s totally in demand.

“Thank you so much!”



When the crisis was lifted, Logan and Mann’s family appeared with Junjun.

Some of these forces are spontaneous.

Some are the backers of Logan and Mann’s ties.

But this also reflects Junjun’s talent.

“Since everyone is here, let’s talk about the question of where this genius
belongs to?”
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So many ancient forces have emerged all at once, of course they are not idle.

Just to take away Junjun.

There were originally several strong forces who wanted to take away Junjun
directly.

But they didn’t expect a full seventy-four wave of forces to come.

This is simply terrible.

So which sect you belong to is a difficult question.

“Yes, it is necessary to discuss it carefully! Such a genius is definitely insulting to
be placed in the general school, but my Tianyan Pavilion is a good choice! Let
us, everyone?”

“That won’t work! It’s not bad for you to be taken in the Qinghong Palace!”

“We are not bad, this kid should follow us, as a girl, it suits me Ziyan Pavilion!”

…



All major forces quarreled, and the scene was once very chaotic.

Upon seeing this, the Logan and Mann families had mixed joys and sorrows.

Jun Jun is too valuable.

She can completely cause shocks in the Morendam martial arts world, and even
the whole world.

This is amazing.

What worries you is to which power do you belong?

Looking at this posture, it is estimated that the blood will be broken, and I can’t
choose…

“Don’t make any noise!”

Just as everyone was at war, a voice sounded.

It turned out to be the voice of the Phoenix Palace.

They were the first wave to come here just now.

Everyone present looked at them.

“Well, three days later, all of our forces will hold an apprenticeship gathering
here! As for who gets the child, let the child and the family choose among all our
forces!”

“What everyone has to do is to show all the strength cards and let them choose
for themselves!”

The proposal of the Phoenix Palace said.



The persons in charge of other major forces also nodded one after another: “This
method is okay, otherwise we will continue to fight, for fear of countless deaths
and injuries!”

“Yes, yes, let them choose by themselves! We have the ability to get it! Let the
barbarians outside Morendam see the prosperity of my Morendam martial arts
world!”

…

In the end, everyone discussed and decided that, three days later, the
apprenticeship ceremony will be held in Jiangbei.

At that time, the major forces will show their strongest cards one by one.

Then let the monarch and the family choose who to join.

Of course, whoever chooses the most powerful is not necessarily the one among
them.

After all, so many forces are not directly strong enough to overwhelm all forces.

There are usually three or four tied for the top.

At this time, you have to choose the one that suits Junjun. For example, Junjun is
a girl. It would be better if you choose a school with a majority of women.

Or choose a more suitable exercise method for Jun Jun, and various factors such
as Jun Jun’s physique.

There is a lot of room for choice.

It is equivalent to throwing the problem to Sarah these people.

However, the Logan and Mann family are still very excited.



With so many forces supporting Junjun, they will definitely have a boundless
future in the future.

Together with the clan of Xishu, it was also tainted.

Soon Levi came back.

The elders of the family, upon seeing this, slapped their heads and covered their
faces with a curse.

Not even the father-in-law and even Ollie were happy.

After all, Jun Jun just experienced a great danger.

As a result, Levi, the father, was not there yet.

How can this not make everyone angry?

If there was no backer they invited and so many Lords to support.

Jun Jun is afraid that it will be too bad.

“I don’t want to hear your explanation either! Junjun is experiencing danger this
time, and you are not here! It’s useless to say anything!”

Sarah was also very angry.

In fact, Levi knew about this a long time ago, after all, his secret team had
already sent a message.

They don’t even have a chance to shoot!

This is what Levi didn’t expect!



“In three days, it will be the grand ceremony of the monarch’s apprenticeship! At
that time, nearly a hundred forces will accept the monarch as disciples, and we
will select the most suitable power for the monarch to join!

Levi smiled: “Want to accept my daughter as an apprentice? I have to see if they
have this strength? I will go personally at that time!”
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Of course, Levi was not here because he wanted to send Junjun to a certain
force.

He went, just to tell everyone-accepting my daughter as a disciple, you are not
worthy!

So Levi was just trying to teach those people.

It’s just that there are a lot of people facing this wave.

Nearly hundreds of powerful forces.

In the past two days, Levi is still concerned about the Shenlong science and
technology base.

However, the news from Wen Lei said that everything was normal.

Levi didn’t think much about it.

Wen Lei is staring, and it is estimated that there will be nothing wrong with Wood
Zhengjie.



Soon, it was three days later.

The reception ceremony shocked Morendam and the whole world.

Morendam’s martial arts forces released news one after another-whoever
touched a finger of the emperor would be an enemy of the entire Morendam
martial arts world.

As a result, there are a lot less people from abroad who want to get rid of Junjun.

After all, behind this kid is the entire Morendam martial arts world!

Jiangbei Grand City Villa.

This is where today’s apprenticeship ceremony is.

These ancient forces in the Morendam martial arts world emerged one after
another.

Three days ago, a total of seventy-four waves appeared.

However, the one who came today has long since surpassed a hundred forces.

And it is still increasing.

For a genius like Junjun, everyone wants to accept disciples.

Especially today is the reception ceremony.

So many ancient forces have all been forced out.

It is estimated that there were at most three or four powers in which the Seven
Heavenly Powers were in charge.

But now it is said to be more than two fingers.



this is too scary!

Previously, there were five Seven Heavenly Powers consecutively in the Eagle
Nation, which shocked the whole world.

Now there are dozens of Seventh Heavenly Powers who want to accept the
monarch as disciples.

Junjun’s face is too great.

Grand City Mountain Villa is very big, but today, it is almost full of people.

Lords from hundreds of forces gathered here, and there were tens of thousands
of them.

It can be described as an unprecedented flourishing age!

Aroused the attention of the whole world!

Even Wood Zhengjie and the others are paying attention to all this silently!

Jun Jun is now famous.

In addition, the Tianjiao on the Daxiadi list almost never showed up.

I don’t know the strength is strong, but the popularity is not high, so you can say
that.

Since Da Xia Tian Di’s ranking came back out of the arena, all attention has been
on Jun Jun alone.

Jun Jun alone ignited the entire Morendam martial arts world!

Soon after, Levi brought Junjun and others to Grand City Mountain Villa.

The Logan and Mann families were shocked when they saw this posture.



This group of warriors is not nonsense, after a simple rule, it will begin.

The major powers give all kinds of benefits to the family behind the monarch.

For example, various cultivation resources and so on.

It is equivalent to holding a few ordinary families to the point of skyrocketing!

Soon the apprenticeship ceremony began.

And this time, it wasn’t just for Jun Jun to accept disciples.

Instead, he received disciples from the whole university.

These ancient forces must discover as many geniuses as possible!

After all, there is only one Jun Jun!

All other forces will face the problem of deflation.

Some weaker forces voluntarily gave up fighting for the emperor.

They looked at other genius seedlings.

There are many people in Morendam, so naturally there is no shortage of such
geniuses.

So today’s apprenticeship ceremony, many people came.

Such a situation is what Colin and even the Baolong clan want to see.

After all, this is a good thing to promote Morendam’s strength.

After the ceremony began, the major forces began to berserk the seedlings of the
major geniuses.



Even Sarah and Regina were spotted.

However, due to their special identities, no one directly grabbed them.

About an hour later.

Everyone has robbed the genius seedlings.

Jun Jun is left alone.

It is also the focus of the reception ceremony.

“HallLord of the Phoenix Palace, the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse!”

“HallLord of the Hall of Seven Lights, the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse!”

“HallLord of Tianwu Palace, the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse!”

…

Hundreds of forces showed their strongest trump cards one by one.
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The power of the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse came out.

All other forces were eclipsed.

After all, they don’t have a strong man at this level, even if they accept the
monarch as a disciple, they may not be able to protect it.

What if someone comes to grab it?

Can’t protect it!



So as soon as these dozens of forces appeared, the other forces silently gave
up.

It is impossible to compete!

Before they were also the influence of Junjun.

Until now, I understand how popular this kid is!

“Let’s discuss it carefully, the probability that you can choose is only a dozen
forces!”

Finally, the problem was thrown to Levi and them.

From these dozens of forces, choose one to be your teacher.

One says one.

There are seven heavenly powerhouses in charge, and Junjun’s safety and
future are no problem.

After all, the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse is too rare.

Levi killed five consecutively and was on the big summer list.

Sarah began to discuss with his family, everyone was arguing and Levi was
hanging aside.

At first, everyone was excited about the discussion, but then suddenly realized a
problem…

If one of them is chosen, what will happen to the other forces?

Will definitely be angry!

Even enmity!



In the future, I am afraid that the life of Logan and Mann’s family will not be
better.

It will even be devastated.

So I didn’t choose that one!

Everyone was embarrassed for a while.

Because of these dozens of forces, their strengths are roughly equal.

Choose one and definitely offend the other ten.

problem!

The real big problem!

If you choose one, that force will definitely protect the monarch, but others may
not be able to protect the safety of others.

A full half an hour passed, and everyone did not discuss a result.

Instead, everyone was nervous to sweat.

Which one will not be suitable…

All of them are martial artists who are capable of the gods, and if they are not
happy, they will all shoot you to death.

“Has your family negotiated a result? Have you decided where to send this
child?”

At this time, someone came to ask.

“Finally, give us a little more time, we have to think about it!”



…

Everyone hesitated.

“Hurry up, all the major forces are urging them!”

“I am annoyed by these people, I can’t eat it!”

Now everyone is even more embarrassed.

I don’t know how to choose.

At this time, Levi’s voice sounded: “Leave this to me! I’ll choose one for Jun Jun!”

“you?”

Everyone’s eyes fell on Levi alone.

Suddenly someone’s eyes lit up.

“Let Junjun’s father choose! Don’t mix too much with the rest of us, let’s go
quickly!”

“Yes, yes, let Junjun’s father choose! This is his right!”

…

Everyone agreed.

But everyone is making wishful thinking.

If you let Levi choose, then all the consequences will be added to Levi alone.

If other forces find trouble, they will also find Levi.

Have nothing to do with people like them.



But the forces selected by Junjun can become their backers.

They just want to enjoy it.

Any risk is borne by Levi alone!

This is really great!

“This matter is the responsibility of the child’s father, so we won’t be involved!”

In the end, the old lady and her group took Sarah and others to leave Grand City
Villa.

Levi and Junjun are left behind.

Anyway, everyone knows that Jun Jun will be fine, and Levi was in front of him.

Finally, Levi led Junjun to the court.

Hundreds of forces stared at the father and daughter.

“Junjun’s father, have you decided yet?”

The lord of Tianwu Hall asked coldly.

Others began to urge Levi to make a decision as soon as possible.

Levi scanned the audience for a week and said with a smile: “Sorry, everyone
here is not qualified to accept my daughter as a disciple!”
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The language is not surprising and endless.

Levi said this.

The audience was silent.

Hundreds of forces, tens of thousands of people were all stunned.

Not qualified?

Levi’s words echoed in everyone’s mind and exploded directly like thunder.

Put aside hundreds of forces aside.

That is, there are 13 strong people in the Seventh Heaven.

This lineup is far more terrifying than the slaying of mysterious Lords in the Eagle
Nation at that time.

Turns out to be disqualified in Levi’s mouth?

How strong is it to be able to say this?

It’s so cute!

“Hahaha…”

At this time, everyone laughed.

Watching Levi is like watching a fool.

“Boy, I don’t care what your status is! If I hear this again, I’m absolutely not
welcome! Even if you are the father of this child!”



The Lord of Tianwu Temple warned.

The other Lords are the same.

How dare you say that they are not worthy?

Who deserves it?

“My daughter’s talent is not something everyone here can protect! You are too
weak!”

“Let’s go first, don’t hit my daughter’s ideas in the future!”

After speaking, Levi was about to leave with Junjun.

Dumbfounded.

Everyone present was dumbfounded.

gone?

Is this person sick?

Actually look down on these hundreds of forces?

Even the thirteen Seventh Heavenly powerhouses are not in your eyes?

Thirteen people!

Before the emergence of five war eagle nations, it was enough to shock the
world.

Now if it is not for their own interests, where can there be thirteen?

As a result, everyone was despised by Levi.



Looking at the back of Levi about to leave, everyone was dumbfounded, but they
were also angry.

“Dare he go? Stop him for me!”

The lord of Tianwu Hall angrily gave the order.

In an instant, several Lords stopped in front of Levi.

Levi stopped, a smile appeared on the corner of his mouth: “Well, let you know
why you are not qualified!”

Levi turned around and looked at the Hall Lord of Tianwu Palace and the others,
hooked his fingers and said: “Let’s go up together with the Seventh Heaven!”

mad!

Levi is arrogant to the extreme!

It means that except for the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse, no one is paying
attention to it.

No, the Seventh Heaven’s is not in the eyes.

“Boy, you are looking for death!”

Next to him, a Sixth Heavenly Lord couldn’t bear it, and immediately killed Levi.

“boom!”

Levi didn’t look back, but he waved his right arm lightly.

Suddenly, an overwhelming force pressed across.

“puff!”



The Lord of the sixth heaven was immediately blasted out.

At this time, everyone’s face changed.

Levi had two things!

“Boy, I think you are upset! I’m here to treat you!”

The Lord of the Tianwu Palace immediately came to kill.

The Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse is really violent!

As soon as his combat skills were displayed, the world changed color, and
everyone just felt that the world was spinning.

Levi smiled coldly: “Pediatrics!”

“boom!”

He just blasted out a flat punch.

“puff!”

But the head of the Tianwu Palace was invincible at all and flew out directly.

Shock!

The audience was shocked!

No one thought that Levi would be so strong!

Even the Seventh Heavenly Powerhouse is not an opponent!

“I will meet you!”

The Lord of the Seven Lights Palace also shot.



…

“boom!”

Levi flew back with a punch.

The second seventh heavenly powerhouse loses!

“I come!”

The head of the Phoenix Palace shot.

“boom!”

The third seventh heavenly powerhouse loses!

…

Fourth place.

Fifth place.

…

The thirteenth place.

Thirteen Seventh Heavenly Powers were defeated by Levi, and everyone was a
punch!

After doing all this, Levi turned and left with Junjun.

There were tens of thousands of people in the audience, looking dumbfounded at
Levi and his daughter.

No one dared to stop it anymore.



Shock!

Extremely shocked!

Defeated thirteen Seventh Heaven Powerhouses in one person!

What kind of strength does this have?

Top ranking Lord!

Definitely a Lord of the top rankings!

They are really disqualified!

Sarah and others outside saw the two come out and immediately asked about
the situation.
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“Who on earth has Junjun accepted as an apprentice?”

Everyone got together one after another.

Looking forward to it.

Levi shook his head: “No, no one accepts the monarch as a disciple!”

“Ok?”

“what?”

…

The expressions of all the people present changed drastically, looking at the
father and daughter in confusion.



“What happened, why didn’t you accept disciples?”

Everyone asked curiously.

Everyone thought something happened…

“Nothing! It’s just that they don’t think they deserve to be a Lord, how can they
dare to accept a monarch as a disciple?”

Levi smiled and said.

Everyone naturally didn’t believe what Levi said.

Someone immediately entered the villa to inquire.

Will be back soon.

“That’s true! They said Junjun’s talent is too high and too high, and no one in the
room is qualified to accept her as a disciple!”

Hearing this answer, everyone looked at Jun Jun in horror.

How talented is this kid?

It seems that it has reached a point that everyone can’t imagine!

“Doesn’t it mean that the super giants who want to accept the monarch as
disciples will be the super giants? Taishan Beidou in the martial arts world?”

Doug’s excited body was trembling.

“That’s absolutely true! The thirteen seven-layer powerhouses just didn’t dare to
accept monarchs as disciples. That talent is enough to explain everything!”

“The future of several of our companies will definitely take off, which is even more
exaggerated than previously imagined!”



…

Hearing Junjun’s talent, everyone showed excitement.

But their expectations are correct.

One person wins the way, the chicken and the dog ascend to heaven.

Jun Jun is to be accepted as an apprentice by the super power, and other people
will follow suit.

But the super power is all around…

After Levi and his party left.

In Grand City Mountain Villa, there was still dead silence.

Everyone was still immersed in the shock that Levi brought to everyone just now.

He is so strong?

But everyone also understands how Morendam defeated the Domination
Alliance.

“Not surprisingly, he is the Heavenly King of Tianbang Town! It’s really scary!”

The Lord of Tianwu Hall gasped.

That’s a Lord of the sky list!

They are not qualified for these Seven Heavenly Powerhouses!

Just as everyone was about to disband and leave, the atmosphere of Grand City
Villa suddenly changed.

Let everyone have a shuddering feeling.



“boom!”

A person walked in outside the gate of the villa.

A black robe looks mysterious and terrifying.

Almost tens of thousands of people on the scene were attracted by him!

“Who are you? What are you doing?”

Someone asked vigilantly.

The man Jie Jie smiled: “Good question! I am Levi, I will kill all of you!”

“Levi?”

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Didn’t Levi leave with his daughter just now?

Why did you come back again?

correct?

Kill everyone?

this is…

Everyone didn’t have time to think.

This person has already brandished Death’s sickle and started to slaughter…

“Puff!”

“Puff!”



“Ahhh…”

…

A unilateral massacre began.

The mysterious person posing as Levi began to slaughter as soon as they met.

He is too strong and too strong!

Even the powerhouses of five or six heavens are like chickens and dogs in front
of him, and they have no ability to resist at all!

The most important thing is that Grand City Villa seems to be sealed off, and
there is no movement inside.

The people inside couldn’t escape outside at all.

Kill kill kill!

The mysterious person who pretended to be Levi killed his eyes…

Show the terrible strength.

These hundreds of forces can’t resist at all.

Even if everyone joins hands, there are still thirteen Seventh Heavenly
Powerhouses who are still in control.

Declining steadily, more and more people died, filling up the entire villa.

The thirteen seven-layer powerhouses had the power to fight, but they were all
injured in a fight with Levi just now.

Faced with such a strong enemy, he can only be beaten.



The blood flowed across, and the bones became mountains.

Tens of thousands of Lords were killed in a short period of time…


